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As new EiC, we will continue the work to make the journal highly attractive for readers as well as for authors. To this end, we have initiated some changes:
1. The Abstracts of original articles will be more structured, and hence easier to grasp, by including fixed headings starting with the purpose of the study and ending with a conclusion, which should highlight the physiological relevance of the results. An immediate point of our attention is to reduce the time between the acceptance/online access of publications and their occurrence in the final printed format. EJAP receives an increasing number of submissions and the allocated page numbers cannot be increased at the same rate. To deal with this, the average acceptance rate has to be reduced to about one out of five submissions rather than the earlier one out of three. Priority is then generally given to hypothesisdriven submissions within the aims and scopes of the journal. Submissions that clearly fall outside of this priority will not go through the full reviewing process and authors in this way will get a faster decision.
Future initiatives will be aimed at attracting high-quality papers and ensuring author satisfaction. The result should be a general physiology journal appreciated by the authors and readers who, despite EJAP 0 s geographical designation, come from all continents.
